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the big issue: paparazzi vs. privacy
is iNtRusiVe PhOtOgRAPhY Just PARt OF beiNg A CeLbRitY, OR shOuLD theiR Wish tO be LeFt ALONe ResPeCteD?

Most people are fiercely divided on the issue of paparazzi 
photography. Defenders say that the right to take and 

publish photographs is fundamental to the much cherished press 
freedom as well as freedom of expression. they often argue that 
the people who are in the public eye are usually seeking publicity 
and, especially as they are profiting from their public role, they 
have to accept that press attention is all part of the job.

On the other side are campaigners, who blame the paparazzi for 
Princess Diana’s death and see it as a 
gross invasion of privacy and violation 
of human rights. it is worth keeping in 
mind, though, that most of celebrity 
photography is a lot less dramatic and 
contentious. in fact, there has always 
been and still is co-operation between 
celebrities and photography agencies. 
Often PRs tip the agencies off as to where 
celebrities are going to appear and in 
turn, the photographers only supply the 
press with these controlled images.

however, with a growing demand 
for sensationalist and unflattering 
images, as well as more and more 
semiprofessional photographers trying 
to break into the business, not only 
have the scrum of photographers 
outside celebrities’ houses increased, 
so have their aggressive methods.

it’s at the sharp end of the market 
where the stakes are highest. Although 
most paparazzi photographers 
don’t get rich, some shots can 
fetch hundreds of thousands of 
pounds. For example one image 
of Paris hilton in handcuffs is rumoured to have fetched 
$150,000 and images of britney spears during her very public 
breakdown, used to regularly fetch similar amounts.

Photographers go to extraordinary lengths to get these pictures, 
in 2001 it was reported that a british paparazzo purposefully crashed 
into Catherine Zeta-Jone’s car while she was driving with her young 
son Dylan in California. under state law, both drivers involved in a 
collision have to exit their vehicles. the images of a furious Zeta Jones 
appeared next to a road rage story. Other tricks include setting off 
fire alarms to force celebrities from buildings and posing as members 
of the celebrity’s family to gain access to hotels, hospitals or even 
prisons. increasingly photographers will try to provoke a celebrity  
in order to get the money shot, so it’s no surprise that the  
celebrities are starting to fight back.  

 HANover  vs GerMANY: 
the right to privacy is enshrined in the european Convention on 
human Rights. it states that ‘everyone has the right to respect for 
his private and family life, his home and his correspondence.’ 

Legislation for this differs throughout europe, but in most 
countries images that are in the public interest can override 
the right to privacy. Newspapers and magazines regularly 
argue that images of people who are in the public eye, 
such as politicians and royals, are in the public interest.

if self-regulation of 

the press fails legal 

restrictions are likely to 

take its place with Much 

wider repercussions 

for the press

however, there are an increasing number 
of cases, where celebrities successfully sue 
magazines and newspapers over images that 
were taken paparazzi style – for example Princess 
Caroline of Monaco, who fought for over a decade 
against the publication of pictures (see right).

 France is well known for its tough stance on 
paparazzi photography and has a number of 
relevant laws in its civil and criminal legislation. 
germany and italy are also increasingly 
protecting celebrities from intrusion.

even in the uK, where privacy laws 
are relatively lax and the demand for celebrity images 
is high, more and more celebrities are using the law to 
guard their privacy. For example actress sienna Miller was 
awarded  £53,000 and singers Amy Winehouse and Lily 
Allen have won injunctions that prevent photographers 
from following them and gathering outside their homes.

the impact of a long-standing legal battle between the press and 
celebrities could go far beyond paparazzi photography, as it makes 
not only harmless celebrity photography more difficult, but could 
also have serious implications for news coverage, photojournalism 
and street photography, which is also under scrutiny.

if self-regulation fails, legal restrictions are likely to take 
its place with much wider repercussions for the press 
than just curbing the excesses of the paparazzi. 

how caroline, princess of hanover set a 
precedent at the european court of justice

in germany Caroline, Princess of hanover (formerly 
Princess of Monaco), fought for over a decade against 
the publication of images taken without her consent. 
After four regional courts and their appeal courts 
had partially rejected her case, she finally won in 
2004 at the european Court of human Rights, who 
ordered the german state to pay compensation for 
failing to adequately protect her right to privacy. 

the court stated, that it was necessary to 
balance two fundamental rights, guaranteed by 
the european Convention on human Rights: the 
right to respect for one’s private life and the right 
to freedom of expression. the Assembly found that 
the right  to privacy should ‘not only protect an 
individual against interference by public authorities, 
but also against interference by private persons 
or institutions, including the mass media’.

the court also found that the concept of ‘private 
life’ extended to a person’s picture and said that 
‘the possibility of taking an action under civil law 
should be guaranteed, to enable a victim to claim 
possible damages for invasion of privacy’.

the judgement divided the press with one 
side declaring it the end to the freedom of press, 
while the other welcomed it as a commitment to 
human rights and a reduction of boring pictures.

Although it was a landmark ruling, the impact it 
has on the amount of paparazzi images published 
varies from country to country and still remains to 
be seen. however, there certainly has been a rise in 
celebrities suing over privacy issues all over europe.

AsK NiKON

Qwhen shooting video on the d3s i set 
the shutter speed to 1/50th second as 

i’m told this is the best shutter speed to 
use but the exposure still varies throughout 
the clip.  what other settings should set 
to maintain a constant exposure? 

a When shooting video it is best to set the camera 
up manually so that you have full control over the 

exposure and so the camera doesn’t vary exposure or 
settings during a scene. to do this the camera should 
be set to Manual mode with the Auto isO function also 
turned off. the camera’s Lock button (located on the 
top plate of the camera) can be used to disable the 
shutter and aperture control dials on the cameras 
body.  this will mean that if moved accidentally the 
shutter and aperture values will not change. this is 
particularly important if the same exposure needs to be 
maintained over multiple scenes.

key Question

YOuR buRNiNg questiONs, ANsWeReD bY julian hollingshead

Q what does the 
‘extended Menu 

Banks’ option in the d3 
series cameras do?

a When this option is set 
to on the camera offers 

the ability to store whether 
the camera is in P, A, s or M 
mode for the individual Menu 
bank settings. the menu 
bank option allows you to 
customise the cameras menu 
settings and assign a different 
exposure mode setting to 
each of the four menu banks.  
so menu bank A could be set 
to the specific requirements 
of motorsports photography 
and bank b altered to suit 
Portrait photography.
using the extended Menu 
banks option means that the 
shooting mode of the camera 
is also stored in the menu 
banks too.  When this option 
is turned off the camera will 
default back to the previously 
used shooting mode.

Q can the d300s use 
sdXc memory cards?

a the sDXC format cards 
have not been officially 

tested or approved in the 
D300s. in unofficial testing 
we have found that the cards 
are recognized by the camera 
and images can be written 
and deleted but we can not 
recommend using these cards 
as the official compatibility 
testing has not been completed.  
this may mean that the full write 
speed or compatibility with 
these cards may not be offered.

Q when shooting nef 
images there is a choice 

of lossless compressed and 
compressed images.  what 
is the difference between 
these two types of files?

a these two different types 
of compression that use a 

different compression type to 
remove image data from the file.  
the Compressed option 

removes data from the image file 
using a non-reversible algorithm.  
this means that image data is 
removed from the image file 
and can not be restored at a 
later date. this type of image 
compression reduces file sizes 
by 40-50 per cent of the original 
size. this compression method 
is ideal when you wish to shoot 
NeF but also fit as many images 
onto the card as possible.
the Lossless Compressed option 
removes data from the file but 
uses a reversible algorithm. this 
means that the image data can 

lossless coMpressed and coMpressed 

iMages are two different types 

of coMpression, using different 

coMpression Methods to reMove iMage 

data froM the file.

be reinserted when the file 
is uncompressed by image 
editing software. this type of 
compression uses a lookup 
table to store details of what 
information was removed 
so it can be inserted again 
when uncompressed.  this 
type of image compression 
reduces file sizes by 20-40 
per cent of the original size. 
this compression method 
strikes a balance between 
fitting many images on 
a card and retaining the 
best image quality.

What do you think? Are celebrities fair game,  
should the press regulate itself and stop 
printing intrusive paparazzi images, or should 

the government step in? take part in our 
discussion and our poll on Nikon pro’s 
Facebook page (go to www.facebook.com 
and search for Nikon pro) 


